The Bolton to Blackpool

“Dance Trains”
By Stuart A. Clewlow, FRHistS

Introduction.
The `Dance Trains` were not the only, or even the first form of mass migration to
the Blackpool resort. Starting in the late Victorian period, when tourism and the
seaside became popular, Wakes Weeks were instated. Originally, it was a religious
festival which commemorated a Saint or Church dedication. As a result of the
industrial revolution, the Wakes Week came to symbolise the closing down of the
mills for a week, and a time for leisure and entertainment. People, particularly of
the industrial north would work 6 days a week, 51 weeks of the year. The 52 nd
week was Wakes Week, a week allocated to a town, when virtually the entire
population would be permitted a week (although unpaid) from work. This lead to a
boom in the development of Blackpool for example, and an increase in general of
visiting the seaside and indulging in entertainment and relaxation.

Blackpool, rather than nearby Southport or Lytham St. Annes, became the working
class resort of choice.
Wakes Weeks were staggered throughout the summer so that there was not too
much disruption to industrial productivity and also, so that the seaside resorts could
cope with the influx of visitors. Wakes Week did not come freely though. The
workers had to work double the hours the week before to balance productivity for
when the factories shut down and there were no such things as holiday pay in those
days. As a result they needed to double their hours the week before to make their
wages balance.
Wakes Week excursions paved the way for the development and increase in
popularity of making the most during time from work, enjoying entertainment,
travelling to the seaside and socialising with people from different areas.
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The `Dance Trains` were not too dissimilar to the Wakes Week excursions. Both
gave the impression of an entire neighbourhood moving to the coast and sharing the
experiences and this felt comfortable and less daunting.
As with the Wakes Weeks movements, Blackpool was the place of choice for the
Bolton youth. Although this was mainly dictated by the route of the railway, the
popularity and growth of this enterprise confirmed just how necessary and valued it
was to the youth of the time.

Why did the `Dance Trains` occur?
The `Dance Trains` (as named by the passengers) or `The Specials` (as named by
the Railway Staff) were unofficially established before the outbreak of the Second
World War (1939-1945), circa 1933-1935. They were created to breach a gap in the
market of commuters searching for entertainment. And so, in stepped the railway
companies.
The `Dance Trains` were not created as a result of board meetings or business plans
they were borne purely out of a demand for travel and the popularity for this
venture grew and grew. The pinnacle and foremost decade for the `Dance Trains`
was the 1950`s.
“Everything just `growed`…each year gave more experience, mistakes were made
and in the light of acquired knowledge were rectified and each year more trains
were added and each year more facilities were provided until we reached the
peak, probably in the 1950`s.” (Jim Jones)
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The economic struggle created by the Depression of 1929-1933 was over and the
youth of Britain and particularly Bolton, found they had money to spend. There
was also a social change at this time. It had become acceptable for the youth to
enjoy their free-time, have spending money and be able to travel far and wide and
at reasonable cost and ease.
Not only this, but as long distance travel was in its infancy, people and especially
the youth could not get away from their home neighbourhoods. In the close knit
communities of Bolton at the time, people were wary of their actions in their
neighbourhoods. Many social barriers had been broken down in post war Britain
and by travelling to Blackpool the Bolton youth could `let their hair down`, become
a different person away from home, enjoy life in a coastal resort, drink alcohol
(maybe even underage) and even meet members of the opposite sex; all without the
worry or constraints of being seen by friends and family.
“…Of course we could now have a few beers, as we were well away from Bolton,
and would not be identified and reported to our mothers if we got rumbled and
thrown out. But it always fell on my shoulders to go up to the bar and ask for
three pints. Even at seventeen I looked twenty, it must have been the hard life I
was leading…” (Albert E. Barton)
Many people met and married as a result of the `Dance Trains` and dare it be said,
there were even reports of immaculate conceptions as a result. Many found that in
the post-war gloom of 1945-1946 the `Dance Trains` were a necessary and vital
part of lifting spirits and giving the youth something to enjoy and look upon as their
own. To them this was something new, this was something no one had had the
opportunity to do before.
The social life of many Bolton youth was dominated by the build up, financial
saving and experience of the Friday or Saturday night `Dance Trains`.

A Brief Interlude.
A year into the Second World War, in 1940, the Blitz of London highlighted the
devastation which could be caused by enemy action. The Blitz wasn’t confined to
the south however, as heavy damage was also suffered at Coventry, Birmingham,
Manchester, and Liverpool to name but a few. Even Bolton was bombed and
nearby villages such as Adlington and Aspull didn’t escape the enemy’s attention.
There were many areas of national importance which were aiding the war effort
based in the north-west at that time. There was the Royal Ordnance Factory, ROF
Chorley, Airfields and even Blackpool Tower itself was adapted to be used to assist
aerial radio communication. As a result great measures were taken to reduce the
chance of being bombed; lights were turned out at night and on the `Dance Trains`
windows were blacked out altogether.
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However, by about 1941, when rationing and fuel demand was taking its toll on the
economy, the `Dance Trains` were postponed. There were however, still the
schedule time tabled trains running to Blackpool but not on the scale of before the
war. Although after the war there was still rationing on fuel, it seems that late in the
war and at the end of hostilities, the sites of Blackpool and the `Dance Trains` were
re-established as a highlight of the week.

Who used the `Dance Trains`?
The `Dance Trains` were accessible and popular amongst a wide range of age
groups of Bolton’s community. There weren’t the many different styles of music
like today (such as Heavy Metal, Indie, Rap, Disco, House, Rock or Pop) which
people tend to associate with one group of people or another. With so much
different music today, these tastes are accommodated by very specific clubs and
discos, etc.
However at the ballrooms of the `Dance Train` era, no matter what age you were,
the style of music played was enjoyed by all, either dancing to it with a Foxtrot,
Waltz, etc. Therefore, one who had danced a waltz thirty years earlier could go to
the ballroom, and still dance a waltz but to a totally different piece of music.
Therefore, the `Dance Train` venture and the ballrooms were a social event for all,
from single sixteen year olds to thirty year old married couples.
“Another thing I recall, was that it was usually a gang of people, and not a lot of
just couples. They were wonderful times, lots of laughs, and camaraderie.”
(Anne Battersby)
On the `Dance Trains` one could expect to find, married couples, underage youths
risking the wrath of their parents for their first trip out of Bolton, football fans who
would attend the ballrooms later in the day, Blackpool day trippers, and single
people looking to meet members of the opposite sex.
There would also be the group outings; be it a group of men, women, mixed
couples or work outings.
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Above: Stanley M. Harper (front row, far left) and work colleagues from De Havilland of Lostock, enjoying a work’s
outing to Blackpool. Early 1950`s. (S.A.Clewlow)

Interestingly, in the post-war period it would not have been uncommon to see a
group of American servicemen board the train at Chorley Railway Station. During
the war there was an American detachment based at Washington Hall in Euxton,
Chorley. They were stationed here during and shortly after the war and found
entertainment on the ‘Dance Trains’, no doubt revelling in the attention drawn by
their foreign uniforms and ready money.

The `Dance Train` Ticket.
Passengers on board the Bolton to Blackpool `Dance Trains` bought their train
tickets and departed from Trinity Street Station, Bolton. The ticket over the years
varied in price from 2s 6d – 4s 6d. Although the main consensus for over the post
war years was that it cost a half crown. This included return travel and admission
into the Winter Gardens or Tower Ballroom for an evening’s entertainment. As part
of the `Dance Trains`, the Tower Ballroom was the main participating ballroom.
The ticket was non-transferable and once you had picked your venue that was the
one you had to stick with for the night.
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A Half Crown for a train ticket and Ballroom admission was a good deal for the
people of Bolton. During the 1950`s, the price of a ticket solely for admission to
London dance halls such as The Trocadero or The Astoria Ballroom was 5
shillings! Many people had to save all week or maybe for two weeks to then go on
the `Dance Trains`. But in the main it was an attractive deal, affordable and
accessible for the majority.
“We purchased our ticket from Trinity Street Station…we had to declare our
dance venue, Tower or Winter Gardens, which was then stamped on our ticket as
the Rail Ticket included our entry fee…and we were not allowed to swap venues
during that evening, which at times, meant half an evening spent on the
beach…those balmy nights!!!” (Helen Ireland)

Above: Currency from the 1940’s.
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The Journey to Blackpool.
Individuals or friends would meet at Trinity Street Station, Bolton and the first
trains would depart at 1630 hours. The train was hardly ever late and those waiting
to go were always in high spirits, enjoying a good lively atmosphere of chatting and
singing. As the first trains departed, people, mainly young lads, would be seen
jeering and waving at those still waiting, from the open windows and shutters of the
train doors. The `Dance Trains` bound for Blackpool would be recognisable in the
station with excursion numbers pasted or even chalked, onto the front of the steam
engines.
There would be masses of people waiting at Trinity Street Railway Station for the
train and because the venture was so lucrative, the railway companies kept the
trains coming.

Above and below: Trinity Street Station, Bolton- 1962. (Crown Copyright)
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“On Saturdays there would be a queue from the booking office window at Bolton
along Trinity Street and down Station Street. When the queue was joined, at least
three trains would go before the ones joining could get a train.” (Jim Jones)

As long as there were people waiting, a train would be found to get them to
Blackpool. The trains would leave Bolton like a convoy, one after the other. Some
trains had come from Manchester while others ran solely from Trinity Street
Railway Station.

Above: Station sign and gas powered lamp at Westhoughton. (Jim Jones)

During the week, trains would be kept on sidings awaiting the hoards of weekend
`Dance Train` passengers. The 40 mile journey by steam train could take anything
from a speedy 55 minutes to a lengthy, patience-testing two hours. The times all
depended upon the amount of passengers waiting at subsequent railway stations
and of course the type of locomotive being used. The last `Dance Train` bound for
Blackpool, would set off from Trinity Street Station at 1800 hours.
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Above: 2-6-0 Class `Crab` Locomotive No.42901. The steam engine is labelled with the excursion number 1T74 and
was taken on 6th July 1963.
This particular photograph shows the train on the approach to Bury. However, it shows a type of engine that was
regularly used for `Dance Train` duty. (Ray Farrell)

Above: Close up of Chorley Railway Station Level Crossing and Signal Box, 2007. This was a familiar sight seen by
those on their way to Blackpool. (S.A. Clewlow)
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From leaving Trinity Street Station, the `Dance Trains` would stop at Blackrod
(sometimes), Adlington, Chorley, Preston (sometimes) and finally on to Blackpool.

Above: Trinity Street Railway Station, Bolton. (Jim Jones)
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Upon arrival at Blackpool Central Station, used by the `Dance Trains`, the revellers
would thank the driver and be on their way.
“Most other resorts in the country had excursion traffic but Blackpool Central
beat all the others by a very large margin.” (Jim Jones)

Above: Steam Engine workers, c.1942. From L to R- Driver George Hampson, Fireman Jim Jones, and Shunter Jack
Edge. Jim Jones became an Engine Driver and was often a Driver of `Dance Trains`. (Jim Jones)

Above: `Black 5` Locomotive No. 45200, 9th July 1966. Another class of engine used for `Dance Train` duty.
(Ray Farrell)
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Trinity Street Railway Station, Bolton.
There has been a railway station at Trinity Street since 1871 but the railway station
which the people of the `Dance Trains` will recall was built between 1899 and
1904. It consisted of two platforms of around 1,100 feet in length and there were
large areas of glass windows and sky lights incorporated into the building. The long
platforms were spruced up with tubs and baskets of plants and flowers and the
railway station boasted spacious commuter waiting areas and even separate class
waiting rooms.
Sadly, as a result of a need to relocate and redevelopment both on the railway
network and in the area, work began on demolishing the station in 1987.
Fortunately, the impressive and landmark feature of the railway clock tower was
spared the fate of the `wrecking ball`. The structure was dismantled and re-erected
as a feature of the design of the new interchange.

Above: Restored locomotive at Trinity Street Station. (Jim Jones)

Once at Blackpool.
It seems that the majority of `Dance Train` passengers would redeem their ticket
and venture to the Tower Ballroom and for many, that was indeed, the sole reason
for having bought the ticket. However, some people did in fact only use their ticket
for just travelling to Blackpool. Some would go and watch Blackpool Football
Club, go to the Pleasure beach, stroll along the Prom, venture into amusement
arcades, or go shopping.
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“We would spend the afternoon either shopping, in the arcades, or on the beach.
Then, after tea, we would nip into the nearest public convenience and transform
ourselves into things of beauty, well, we thought so anyway. With our day clothes
and curlers safely stashed in our carrier bags we would stroll down the
promenade to whichever dance hall we had chosen to grace with our company
for that night. Sometimes it would be the Tower or the Winter Gardens but mostly
it would be The Palace Ballroom near the Tower.” (Jacqueline Kilcoyne)

Above: Blackpool Pleasure Beach, 2007. (S.A. Clewlow)
Below: The Golden Mile of Blackpool, 2007. (S.A. Clewlow)
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Above: Blackpool Promenade and Pier, 2007. (S.A. Clewlow)
Below: Blackpool Pier, 2007. (S.A. Clewlow)
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Above: Blackpool Open Air Baths, 1962. ( S.A. Clewlow)
Below: Stanley and Jean Harper of Adlington in Blackpool, circa late 1940`s. (S.A. Clewlow)
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Many people actually used the inexpensive `Dance Trains` just to get to Blackpool
and visit the sites and entertainment. It was only at the last minute that they decided
to make their way to the Ballroom. It was worth while as the train ticket covered
their entrance anyway.
“…Walking down the prom was like an exercise in jungle warfare, with us three
constantly dodging in and out of couples, or groups of girls with`kissme quick`
hats on, linking arms, walking defiantly, taking up most of the available
pavement space.” (Albert E. Barton)

Above: Blackpool Tower, 2007. (S.A. Clewlow)
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The Tower Ballroom.
In the 1950`s you had to be 17 years of age to gain admission into the ballroom and
dance halls. As a result, as like today, there were many who at fifteen or sixteen
relied on their looks, charm, or in one instance the borrowed birth certificate of a
friend to gain them access into the dance.
The cheek was innocent. There was not the environment or pressure of binge
drinking which has become prevalent in today’s society. There were those who
ended the night not being able to hold their drink, but most knew their limits and
the majority actually drank pop. The dance was the attraction of the outing rather
than the availability of bars and alcohol.
Once inside the Ballroom, the dancing commenced at around 1900 hours. It wasn’t
a specific dance or designated night of entertainment, it was just a variety of music
and dancers and everyone joined in. At times there would be guest singers or bands
but in the main it was a variety of music and entertainment, rather like today’s
clubs and discos, there was an assortment of popular music of the time.

Above: The Tower Ballroom and its other famous Wurlitzer, 2007. (S.A. Clewlow)
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Above: Tower Ballroom interior, c.1935.

Below: Tower Ballroom interior from an early postcard.
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Above: Dancers in the Tower Ballroom, 2007. (S.A. Clewlow)

Below: Tower Ballroom balcony, 2007. (S.A. Clewlow)
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Above and below: The Tower Ballrooms famous detailed painted ceilings, 2007. (S.A. Clewlow)
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The Winter Gardens (Empress Ballroom)

Above: The Winter Gardens, 2007. (S.A. Clewlow)
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Above and below: Coloured postcards of the Empress Ballroom, Winter Gardens, circa 1930`s.
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The Ballroom Bands.
The Ted Heath Orchestra.
George Edward Heath was born on 30th March 1902 and was one of the most
famous band leaders of the 1940`s, 50`s and 60`s. Due to the popularity of rock and
roll and coinciding with the decline of the `Dance Trains` and that genre, Ted
Heath and his Orchestra disbanded in 1964.Sadly Ted died on 18 th November 1969.

Dickie Valentine.
Born Richard Bryce on 4th November 1929, Dickie was a popular singer of the
1950`s. Dickie recorded two UK number one hits with “Christmas Alphabet” and
“Finger of Suspicion” and in 1954 he was voted the Top UK Male Vocalist. During
his career he sang with the Ted Heath Orchestra. He died tragically in a car crash
on 6th May 1971.

The Joe Loss Orchestra.
Joshua Alexander Loss was born on 22nd June 1909 became the leader of one of the
most successful bands during the Big Band and Orchestra eras of music in the UK.
The Orchestra had hits with “March of the Mods” and “The Stripper”. Joe died in
1990 but with the permission of his widow the band, bearing Joes name, continues
to this day.
Victor Silvester.
Victor Silvester was born in 1900 in Middlesex and went on to become a successful
ballroom dancer. Although he had no formal musical training, his feelings that
there were not enough dance records, led him to forming his own orchestra. As a
result he ensured that all his music and records conformed to the strict beats per
minute which accompanied the various styles of dancing. Victor died in 1978 but
not before becoming the most successful dance leader in British history having sold
over 25 million records and being a star of British television.

“Some of the tunes I remember are: `Roll a silver dollar down along the ground`,
`Woody Woodpecker`, `Bewitched, bothered and bewildered`, and `Sams song`.”
(Alice Schofield)
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Another popular feature of the Tower Ballroom in the early years of the `Dance
Trains`, was the performances by Bertini and his Tower Dance Band. They
regularly performed in the ballroom from 1927 until 1936.
The most famous of all was the resident musician of the Tower Ballroom, Reginald
Dixon. Reginald was born in Sheffield in 1904 and as a professional theatre
organist, became famous as `Mr. Blackpool`. He was the resident organist, playing
the world famous Wurlitzer organ at the Tower Ballroom from 1930 until his
retirement in 1970. The present Wurlitzer organ and the one enjoyed by the people
of the `Dance Train` excursions, was designed by Reginald himself and installed in
1935.
The first organ, which was installed in 1929 was removed for use in the Empress
Ballroom of the Winter Gardens upon the arrival of the Wurlitzer by Reginald’s
design.
Reginald Dixon, MBE died in 1985.

Above: The famous Wurlitzer organ, 2007. (S.A. Clewlow)
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The Journey Home.
Once the dances were over or drawing to a close, people would return to the
Railway Station to make their way home. The last train to call at Trinity Street
Station left Blackpool at midnight. If you missed this you may have been stranded
or if you were very lucky you may have been `dropped off` at Horwich Railway
Station (by a non-passenger). Then you may have either had to stay there over night
or, if you were even luckier still, a cargo or engine being moved through the night,
may have dropped you off whilst passing through Trinity Street Railway Station.
Hundreds if not a thousand or more people would mass on the Railway Station
awaiting their turn to get home. In fact there were often up to 1,000 on just one
train.
“Once on the platform, we were ushered into the compartments…packed into,
might be a better phrase…by the Porters who were intent on getting the train
away on time. These were, of course, non-corridor coaches, and due to the
attentions of the porters, we were often separated from any travelling companion
we had and became a member of an unacquainted society…not that it ever
seemed to matter, it was part of the fun.” (Helen Ireland)

Above: A train of carriages, 2007. Similar to those used for the `Dance Trains`. (Enid Armstrong)
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“Each coach was usually old non-corridor stock with compartments…It often
was that there were up to 20 or more in each compartment, in addition there was
a guards van at each end, there would be 40 or more stood in these vans.”
(Jim Jones)

It was on the way home when many of the more recognisable stories and memories
of the `Dance Trains` occurred. It appears that on the journey to Blackpool you
travelled on the `Dance Train`; on the journey home you travelled on the `Passion
Wagon`.
Lads who were tanked up on alcohol or full of pop and sea air, would climb on the
luggage racks or slide under seats. Even though there were some drunken people
onboard and considering the very cramped conditions of the journey home, there
was surprisingly very little violence. Penalties for such behaviour were harsh in
those days and there was a greater respect for authority. As such, there was very
little thuggish behaviour or fighting, etc.
“I don’t ever remember any violence or people the worse for wear. In fact it was
very safe to walk home late at night and even walk home with people you did not
know!” (Mollie Thomas)

On occasions, the more daring or luck testing even ventured onto the footboards of
the carriage and enter the train further down. This was an action which was
frowned upon by the travelling on board Security Guards. Often these guards
survived a night with little or no action required but there was the odd occasion
when a stern `telling off` was required.
“People would be asleep in luggage racks or hiding under seats because they had
only bought one way tickets and they didn’t want to get caught by the Ticket
Inspector, although we hardly ever saw one. You would have to be a brave man
to venture down that train on a Saturday night.” (Jacqueline Kilcoyne)

The carriages of the trains were mainly separated into compartments which offered
privacy for courting couples. It was now when famously the light bulbs would be
removed and placed on the luggage racks. Here many lasting relationships were
made and as a result of the `Dance Trains` many couples found love and married.
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Above: A multi view postcard of Blackpool, 1962.
How the views and Blackpool had changed since the early Edwardian postcards!

“On the way home, one of the lads would take out the carriage light bulbs using
a handkerchief.
I recall lots of whispered giggles, and when the bulb was replaced just before
arriving at Trinity Street, some of the passengers, looking flushed and with
reddened lips from kissing, would be combing their hair and adjusting their
collars.” (Alice Schofield)
One man who was home on leave from the Royal Air Force enjoyed a night aboard
the `Dance Trains`. Caught up in the moment he was one such person who removed
a lightbulb with his handkerchief. Unfortunately, the lights had already been lit a
good while and so the bulb was hot. This burnt a hole in his handkerchief and as a
result, he had to invent a new way of folding it so that the burn was not visible
when he was next on parade.
The removal of light bulbs became an accepted practice by the railway authorities
and quite often at Trinity Street Railway Station, a basket would be left on the
platform for the safe return of the lightbulbs as people left the train to return home.
“We arrived home, spilling from the `sardine cans` …and surged up the wide
three flight steps to the ticket barriers at the top. The small, elderly Porter who,
mournfully, stood out of the way of the human flood, held a big wicker basket by
its handles. Into this basket we carefully placed the removed light bulbs.”
(Helen Ireland)
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Above and below: Front and rear view of a `Black 5` Locomotive, 2002.
An example of a type regularly used for `Dance Train` duty. (Enid Armstrong)
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The `Dance Trains` Themselves.
There was no order or estimate for the steam engines needed for `Dance Train`
duty. Somehow every week, the railway company just managed to always produce
the steam engines and trains needed to meet the demand. It just seemed to work.
`Dance Trains` were always recognisable, not only by those hanging out of
windows but also by temporary signs or markers which were clipped or pasted to
the smoke box door (front) of the steam engines to denote their purpose. The
`Dance Trains` were not scheduled carriages or for general public travel. They were
not timetabled and ran purely for the purpose of getting the people to Blackpool.
During the mass weekend exodus to Blackpool, overall there was a minimum of 50
trains every weekend full of passengers making their way to the resort from areas
all around the north west of England.
Due to the lucrative nature of the `Dance Trains` allsorts of engines were
commandeered for the LMS Railway company `Blackpool run`. It was not
uncommon for old semi-retired engines or goods engines to be pulling passenger
carriages.
For example, an old engine (such as an `A` Class or `Derby` 4) which would cruise
at 18mph would be used for the run which was expected to be made at an average
of 40-45 mph. This would be the circumstances whereby it would take 2 hours to
get to Blackpool. It was the luck of the draw!

Above: The power source of the locomotives, 2002. (Enid Armstrong)
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Memories of the `Dance Trains`.
Passenger: Alice Schofield.
(23rd January, 2004.)

“Oh yes! I remember the `Passion Wagons` from Bolton to Blackpool and back.
They were great fun. We danced at the Tower and the Winter Gardens.
I remember one memorable chat up line. As we fox-trotted around the ballroom,
this confident young man with his open shirt collar folded over his jacket lapels
said, “you must be very strong”.
Taken aback, I loosened my grip on his arm. Then he continued “from strength
cometh forth sweetness, and you’re very sweet”. I later discovered he’d been
reading a `Tate & Lyle` syrup tin advert- and so, I didn’t travel back with him on
the train.
Most Saturdays, groups of us met at Trinity Street Station and travelled together to
Blackpool. They were happy, friendly, innocent, chatty journeys. On the way
home, one of the lads would take out the carriage light bulbs using a handkerchief.
I recall lots of whispered giggles, and when the bulb was replaced just before
arriving at Trinity Street, some of the passengers, looking flushed and with
reddened lips from kissing, would be combing their hair and adjusting their collars.
Many of us then faced a long walk home as we didn’t live in Bolton.

Above: Alice Schofield and friend Isobel at Blackpool, 1953. (Alice Schofield)
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Above: Alice Schofield (left) and her friend Isobel (right), 1957. They were passengers of the `Dance Trains` and
kept up with the fashions of the time. (Alice Schofield)

My friend Isobel and I took it in turns to stay at each others homes, mine in
Farnworth, hers in Harper Green.
Late one Saturday, a crowd of us walked to Harper Green, but when we arrived,
realised that we’d planned to stay at my house. Knowing my parents would be
worried, I was anxious to let them know I was at Isobel’s. But this was the early
1950`s and we weren’t on the telephone. Being a dutiful daughter, from a phone
box I telephoned the local Police Station and they agreed to inform my parents.
When I arrived home the following afternoon, fully pleased that I had acted
responsibly, I was met by an irate, but relieved Mother.
“Where have you been?”, she demanded.
“Didn’t the Police let you know I was at Isobel’s?”, I asked.
“The Police? There was a note pushed through the door saying `Miss Roscoe will
not be home tonight`- it could have been written by Jack the Ripper!”
We continued on the `Dance Trains`, but never made that mistake again.
Regarding fashion, we wore looped waist slips, stiffened by starch and sugar water.
We also used sugar water to set our hair in pin curls.
Some of the tunes I remember are: `Roll a silver dollar down along the ground`,
`Woody Woodpecker`, `Bewitched, bothered and bewildered`, and `Sams song`.
As for social behaviour- we were mates, we looked out for and protected each
other, we laughed a lot and enjoyed good, innocent fun.
I remember one night, this lad, Jack, had danced with me all evening. We had
kissed and cuddled on the train and as we walked home, I linked my arm through
his and slipped my hand into his jacket pocket.
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After a while, he removed my hand saying, “Better not, it will crease my suit and
my Mum won’t like it”. Innocent or what?
Happy days! Happy memories!

Above: Alice Schofield, 2006. (Alice Schofield)

Signalman: Walter Ainscough.

Walter, born in Aspull in 1923, was a signalman in Bolton and was responsible for
the signal on part of the route of the `Dance Trains` or `Dance Specials` as he
called them.
For a period he was in a signal box which used to over look the old Bolton
Wanderers football ground. He used to be able to watch the Saturday football
games for free.
He only once went on the `Dance Trains` because he used to work shifts which
didn’t allow him to go, even though rail workers were given a discount on the fares;
this was called a quarter fare.
He recalls how there would be convoys of `Dance Trains`, as one filled up it would
leave the station and then another would take its place to receive more customers.
He recalls a Guard on the `Dance Special` called Eric Ormisher and a Porter called
Harry Pomfret.
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Engine Driver: Jim Jones.
(2004 and 2007.)
Jim was born on 4th September 1923 in Farnworth.
Jim was an Engine Driver on the `Dance Trains`, although he never actually
travelled on them as a passenger.
He has contributed to Jim Marklands book- `Recollection of a Bolton Engine` and
`Plodder Lane` by Bert Holland.
“I find it quite impossible to describe the vast scale of this traffic and even I who
was a part of it cannot believe how quickly it was swept away.
The `Dancers` were really only a small part of the picture and the remarkable thing
is that no-one ever sat down to plan it.
Everything just `growed`…each year gave more experience, mistakes were made
and in the light of acquired knowledge, were rectified and each year more trains
were added and each year more facilities were provided until we reached the peak,
probably in the 1950`s.
I am open to correction but I think that at Blackpool Central alone there were 18
excursion platforms as excursion trains did not go into the main station, this was
reserved for the normal time tabled passenger trains.
There were, of course, similar facilities at Blackpool North though smaller and also
Southport and Morecambe.
Most other resorts in the country had excursion traffic but Blackpool Central beat
all the others by a very large margin. Platforms were long enough to take 10
coaches plus engine. Each coach was usually old non-corridor stock with
compartments. Each compartment should have taken 12 people (six a side) but then
many more crammed in sitting on others knees and standing. It often was that there
were up to 20 or more in each compartment, in addition there was a Guards van at
each end, there would be 40 or more stood in these vans.
On Saturdays there would be a queue from the booking office window at Bolton
along Trinity Street and down Station Street. When the queue was joined, at least 3
trains would go before the ones joining could get a train. There were several `stand
by` trains stood in a carriage standing at Moses Gate. An excursions train from
Manchester would very likely be full before leaving there and so there would be
very few seats left for Bolton passengers, but the Manchester staff would telephone
to Bolton and a `stand by` train would be sent from Moses Gate, running a little
earlier than the ex-Manchester one. Being empty at Bolton a whole train load
would be taken.
In those days there were many of these `spare` trains stored in very extensive
sidings, some of them very old indeed. At Wakes Weeks each town would get
many of these `spare sets`. In the week before each Town’s holiday, we would be
very busy `ferrying` empty stocks to these Towns…
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…We always, on Saturdays, took an engine to Chorley and stood in the bay with
the engine pointing to Blackpool so that if an excursion train engine was giving
trouble, this `stand by` engine could quickly be sent to the rescue by changing over
and so a new good engine would finish the trip…
…The `Dancers`, although extra to the time tabled trains still ran to a planned
pattern. The ones from Bolton usually came through from Manchester, but one
started at Horwich. This was always worked by Bolton men who brought an engine
from Bolton, then taking a train from the very extensive Horwich Carriage sidings,
backed it into the station (Horwich Station was a dead end), then left at 6.00pm
stopping at all stations (but not Blackrod as it was served from Bolton on the main
line) to Preston and then Blackpool.
The return trip, in reverse order, left Blackpool at 12.00 midnight being the last
one, this could cause problems as, if passengers had missed earlier trains, the
Blackpool station staff would cram them into the last train, i.e./ to Horwich saying
“go in this and change”, with the result that there were often several bewildered
people at Horwich asking for the train to wherever they wanted to go. Can you
imagine their plight at Horwich at 1.30am Sunday morning? If there were only 3 or
4 we would bring them to Bolton on the engine after we had put the train into the
sidings. Often they would want to be at Bolton anyway, but if they wanted to go
further they would be allowed to bed down in the waiting room at Bolton until the
trains started to run again.
One lovely summer morning there were over forty young people for Bolton.
Obviously we couldn’t help them but they set off very cheerfully singing to walk
home via Chorley New Road. One very big lad who was related to a well known
and popular family of wrestlers had somehow lost his shirt, but he seemed to be the
leader of the band. I wonder if his mother ever thought where the missing shirt
was?
On arrival at Horwich the train was searched and missing bulbs were replaced,
usually they had been carefully placed on the rack, occasionally articles of a
delicate nature of clothing were recovered, once we found a drunk asleep on the
rack.
We expected good humour and very little hooliganism, however in the last year or
two of these `Specials`, we experienced the first stirrings of modern loutishness.
Bulbs were now thrown from windows, windows were broken, a practice came in
of changing compartments while in motion by swarming along the footboards, seats
were being slashed, etc.
…I feel that there was now so much damage that the `Specials` were doomed and
although they were taken off for economical reasons, it was inevitable that they
were on the way out. Fewer and fewer passengers were using them. Blackpool
itself was no longer an attraction, but if I tell you of a little known incident you will
see what was now happening.
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The Horwich `Dancer` was returning and had stopped in Farington Station (closed
now and has been for many years). The Guard gave the “right away” but the Driver
could not start as the communication cord had been pulled. This destroyed brake
vacuum and the brake was clamped on. The brake had to be reset by turning a valve
on the end of the particular carriage. The chain would hang loose in the
compartment and the Fireman and Guard would thus know where it had been
pulled. Resetting the valve would also re-tighten the chain. As expected, the
compartment was empty with the offside door part open. It was assumed that the
lads had jumped out and climbed the opposite platform, possibly they hadn’t got
tickets. The cord was reset and the train went on its way.
However at about 3.30am the Police `knocked up` the Driver, took him to the
Police Station and questioned him about a murder which had taken place in this
train.
It appears that in the train was a young Fireman from Lostock Hall Loco Shed who
along with his friend were beaten up by a number of youths and were thrown from
the moving train a little before the station. His friend was dead and he was severely
injured with, among other injuries, a badly broken leg. Notwithstanding his
condition he crawled along a branch line known as the Farington Curve, over a
mile to Lostock Hall Shed where he told his story.
He was taken to Hospital and the Police started inquiries. The coach was
thoroughly examined in Horwich Carriage sidings for days and entirely covered in
white fingerprint powder. After several days questioning the lad finally told the true
story. They had been scrambling along the foot boards looking in windows hoping
to see courting couples when they were swept off by a passing express. It was
eventually decided that the pulled cord was a separate coincidental issue. The lads
had not been beaten up at all.”

Above: Jim Jones sharing memories, 2007. (S.A. Clewlow)
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The End of the Line for the
`Dance Trains`.
Local knowledge and recollections of both revellers and rail workers, agree to
conclude that the `Dance Trains` as depicted and portrayed in this project, ended in
around 1963.
The demand for the Blackpool excursion petered out. It wasn’t as cheap and the
trends, fashions and popularity of pastimes changed.
“…I feel that there was now so much damage that the `specials` were doomed
and although they were taken off for economical reasons, it was inevitable that
they were on the way out. Fewer and fewer passengers were using them.
Blackpool itself was no longer an attraction, but if I tell you of a little known
incident you will see what was now happening.” (Jim Jones)

One factor for this decline was the increase in popularity and the rise of the
northern Club scene. There was more to do, more types and varieties of
entertainment offered and so there just wasn’t the demand any more which had
made the venture so profitable, and so at the same time, keeping it inexpensive and
attractive. Even the excitement and atmosphere of the steam engines and carriages
had begun to change.

Above: The last of the official British Rail time-tabled steam powered trains. Taken at Bradshaw on 11th August
1968, it shows the 4-6-2 Locomotive `Oliver Cromwell`. This significant event was labelled `The 25 Guinea Special`.
(Jim Jones)
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Only five years after the demise of the Bolton to Blackpool `Dance Trains`, the
Diesel Multiple Units took over the railways. With this, the styles of carriages
changed to uncharacteristic carriages with corridors and certainly no separate
compartments with hiding places and removable lightbulbs!

Above: This British Rail Diesel Multiple Unit example, is shown at Bolton Locomotive Shed. (Jim Jones)

In addition there were many social changes in Britain and as a result there was an
increase in hooliganism and juvenile offences. As a result British Rail pulled the
plug on the `Dance Trains`. The present cultural climate was a far cry from the
once informal, tolerable jollities of the youth from years ago. Gone were the days
when the lads would remove the light bulbs only to anonymously return them at the
end of the journey, into a basket provided for that sole purpose. Present were the
days when the light bulbs were smashed on the floor, thrown through the windows
and vandalism was the new time filler and source of entertainment.
“We expected good humour and very little hooliganism, however in the last year
or two of these `Specials`, we experienced the first stirrings of modern
loutishness. Bulbs were now thrown from windows, windows were broken, a
practice came in of changing compartments while in motion by swarming along
the footboards, seats were being slashed, etc.” (Jim Jones)

And so the consequence of these multiple changes in society resulted in the end of
an era in entertainment. The `Dance Trains` are now just memories and stories.

Researched & Written by Stuart A. Clewlow, 2010.
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Presented by Local Historian and Author
Stuart A. Clewlow, FRHistS
Some of my first public displays of local history and military artefacts was back in
1995 to commemorate the 50th Anniversaries of VE Day and VJ Day. Since then I
have been researching and collecting information and artefacts of local importance
and sharing it across our Borough, whether that is in schools, community centres,
public events and temporary exhibitions, such as the popular Chorley Remembers
exhibition at Astley Hall Coach House.
My work has been rewarded with Civic Society Awards, Parish Council Awards
and even an invitation to the Queen’s Garden Party at Buckingham Palace. All that
is extremely humbling but I like to see it as being a measure of just how interested
and passionate we all are in our heritage.
A number of events and displays were planned to acknowledge the 75 th
anniversaries of VE Day and VJ Day in 2020 but these were affected due to the
Coronavirus issues. Hopefully this brief publication will help raise awareness of
our local involvement during the war and go a small way towards acknowledging
the anniversaries.
Feel free to contact me if you can add any information to anything mentioned or if
you would like to ask any specific questions about the subject.
My local history books include:
The Bolton to Blackpool Dance Trains
The Chorley & District Spitfire
HMS ‘Ursula’ – The Chorley & District Submarine
In Memoriam – Military Memorials and Graves (Borough of Chorley)
Euxton CE Primary School- Golden Jubilee
Euxton – Then & Now
Euxton Remembers
“Pals on Parade” (WW1 Brass music CD with Leyland Band)
ROF Chorley: 80th Anniversary

Please join, enjoy and share my Facebook groups:
Euxton Then & Now
ROF Chorley (Buckshaw Village)
Chorley & District in World War Two

saclewlow@yahoo.com

07866 925602
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@StuartAClewlow

